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Abstract Crowdsourced knowledge websites such

as Wikipedia and OpenStreetMap are increasingly

attracting a critical literature which has highlighted the

fact that the contributor bases of these sites are often

geodemographically biased: drawn from more affluent

and better educated segments of the population.

However, while bias in contributors is well known,

we know less about whether this also results in a bias in

outcomes on these websites: or whether the partial

portion of the population which does make contribu-

tions also works to ‘‘fill in the blanks’’, by adding

knowledge about other less well-off neighbouring areas

which have not attracted a contributor base. This article

addresses the question of whether such ‘‘neighbourhood

effects’’ exist in practice. It makes use of a novel dataset

of alcohol license data in the UK to assess variation in

the completeness of the volunteer geographic informa-

tion site OpenStreetMap. The results support existing

literature in showing that completeness is related to

demographics: areas with higher levels of wealth and

education typically exhibit higher levels of complete-

ness. The article then makes a novel contribution by

showing evidence of the existence of neighbourhood

effects: poorer regions with more affluent neighbours

typically having higher levels of completeness than

poorer regions which are also surrounded by poorer

neighbours. The results suggest that crowdsourced

knowledge websites can aspire to a kind of complete-

ness even whilst user bases remain partial and biased.

Keywords OpenStreetMap � Crowdsourcing �
Volunteer geographic information � Participation

inequality

Introduction

Crowdsourced knowledge websites, which encourage

users to contribute to a collective endeavor of

knowledge creation, are having a profound effect on

how information is both produced and distributed

within societies. Wikipedia, an online encyclopedia

created by the volunteer contributions of thousands of

editors, is only the most well-known example of this

phenomenon, which also includes the mapping web-

site OpenStreetMap, citizen science platforms such as

Galaxy Zoo, thousands of expert question and answer

forums such as those run by StackExchange, and many

more. These sites vary in aim and design, yet their

guiding principle remains the same: people volunteer

to create the information on the site, usually without

the prospect of direct personal benefit, and this

information is then freely released to the world at

large. The data created is being put to use in a wide
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variety of academic, government and business con-

texts (see e.g. Voigt and Bright 2016).

Despite the obvious normative appeal of freely

created and distributed information, recently critical

appraisals of crowdsourced knowledge have also

started to appear. As well as those questioning the

accuracy of data created by those who do not (neces-

sarily) have formal qualifications or expertise (Se-

naratne et al. 2017), a strong line of critique has been the

potential emergence of geodemographic ‘‘biases’’

within the data. The groups of people creating this

information, it has been noted (see e.g. Budhathoki and

Haythornthwaite 2013), are typically drawn from more

affluent and educated parts of the population at large:

and this might be expected to create, naturally, a slant in

the types of topics and issues they are interested in.

Hence volunteer information as a whole may be biased

towards the views of those creating it.

However, despite the importance of these concerns,

research in this area is still in its early stages, and hence

we have only partial information about the extent to

which geodemographic biases truly make a difference

in the outcomes of crowdsourced knowledge websites.

In particular, although it is quite clear that the

contributor base is biased, we do not know if bias in

contributors always results in a bias in outcomes; or if a

geodemographically unrepresentative group of con-

tributors can nevertheless work to ‘‘fill in the blanks’’

by providing information which might be outside of

their own personal experiences or interests. For

example, research has demonstrated that while Wiki-

pedia suffers from a dearth of contributors from Africa,

it also has many articles on African subjects which are

contributed by people living elsewhere (Graham et al.

2014). Hence one could argue that a lack of informa-

tion production in one area is ameliorated by informa-

tion production in other neighbouring areas (of course,

whether this replacement is perfect, or even desirable,

is an important secondary question, to which we will

return in the conclusion). However, as yet no research

has tried to address systematically how widespread

these neighbourhood replacement effects are, or

quantify their importance.

This paper aims to address this deficit. The

research question is simple: to what extent do

‘‘neighbourhood effects’’ moderate geodemo-

graphic biases in crowdsourced knowledge web-

sites? By neighbourhood effects, we mean the

existence of a dynamic whereby information

relating to an area with few participants is created

by neighbouring areas which have more partici-

pants, thus providing a kind of compensation for a

lack of contributions from this area.

The potential existence of neighbourhood effects is

of crucial practical significance. If they do exist, it

would suggest that crowdsourced knowledge projects

can aspire to something like completeness even if the

demography of their contributors is highly biased.

Indeed, it would suggest that recruitment strategies for

these websites should simply focus on maximizing the

volume of participants (rather than their diversity). By

contrast, if they do not exist, then such projects will

always be destined to produce only a partial version of

reality while their contributor bases itself remain biased.

This would suggest the need for recruitment strategies

to focus on attracting new types of people to the project.

We address our question by focusing on data present

in OpenStreetMap [OSM] in the UK. OSM is a good

case study for this type of question because the data

within it can easily be attached to a given geographic

area, for which census level demographic data is

available. Making use of a unique dataset of alcohol

licenses granted in the UK, we assess in particular the

completeness of OSM ‘‘point of interest’’ data, which

relates to geographic features which are located at a

single point such as shops, schools, hospitals and

restaurants. Unlike so called ‘‘linear’’ features such as

roads, the fact that points of interest can be located at a

single point (or at least a small area) means that we can

directly address questions about the impact of local

area demographics on their completeness, and also the

potential impact of neighbourhood effects.

Our results show that OSM is just under 50%

complete in terms of the presence of our specific

alcohol license data; however, there is reasonably high

geographic variation in this completeness. Building on

existing literature, we first test a range of demographic

hypotheses to try and explain this variation, showing

that the average education level and average wealth of

an area are correlated with higher completeness, whilst

more densely populated areas typically had lower

license completeness. We then address our key

question of neighborhood effects, and show evidence

that better educated and economically well off areas

do indeed appear to compensate for the lack of OSM

development in their neighbours: indeed, worse off

regions which have well off neighbours tend to have

similar levels of completeness as regions which are
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well off themselves. We discuss these results in terms

of a continuing digital divide within crowdsourced

knowledge websites and hence build theory about the

future scope of these projects.

Completeness in crowdsourced knowledge websites

In this first section, we will review existing literature

on demographic biases in ‘‘crowdsourced knowledge

websites’’. We define these websites as locations on

the internet where groups of people contribute infor-

mation to a collective endeavor of knowledge build-

ing; knowledge which is then made available for free

to the world at large. Crowdsourced knowledge is a

phenomenon which can be found in a wide variety of

fields and as such has attracted a variety of more

domain specific labels. Wikipedia, probably the most

famous example of such a website, is often defined in

terms of ‘‘crowdsourcing’’(Shirky 2008), which is the

term we use in this article. However, other terms are

widely used (See et al. 2016). For example, freely

contributed news stories and journalism have been

labelled ‘‘user generated content’’ or ‘‘citizen journal-

ism’’ (Goode 2009; Jönsson and Örnebring 2011);

contributions to volunteer mapping initiatives have

been called ‘‘volunteer geographic information’’

(Goodchild 2007); and participation in academic

research has been labelled ‘‘citizen science’’(Bonney

et al. 2014). Although divergent in subject matter, all

of these terms try and address the same fundamental

activity: time freely given to a ‘‘knowledge building

community’’ (Rafaeli and Ariel 2008).

As the popularity and impact of these sites has

grown, so too has academic research on the subject.

Initially, this research was largely focused on the

accuracy of data, which is unsurprising given the lack

of formal qualifications of participants in crowd-

sourced knowledge sites, or at least formal vetting

processes for establishing these qualifications (Se-

naratne et al. 2017). Much of this work has been

cautiously optimistic, noting that data is incomplete

yet nevertheless of a reasonable standard, and hence

can be made use of if people are conscious of potential

weaknesses in the data.

A second area of research has been the nature of

participants in these sites. Crowdsourced knowledge

projects are typically characterized by openness:

anyone can in principle become a contributor, and

indeed most such projects encourage anyone who

might be interested to sign up (Franzoni and Sauer-

mann 2014). In addition to being free to join, such

efforts are of course also free to leave: meaning that

many people who do contribute do so for only a short

amount of time, whilst the majority of content is

produced by a small minority of committed users

(Cobo et al. 2016; Haklay 2016; Panciera et al. 2009;

Sauermann and Franzoni 2015). Hence the nature of

the people that do end up both joining and in particular

staying is a key area of research interest.

One of the most important, and consistent, findings

from research in this area has been to show that the

demographic makeup of participants in crowdsourced

knowledge projects is ‘‘biased’’: i.e., it often differs

considerably from the makeup of society as a whole.

Perhaps the most striking finding concerns gender,

with studies repeatedly documenting that contributors

to crowdsourced knowledge sites are overwhelmingly

male. For example, females constitute less than 30%

of the editors of Wikipedia (Hill et al. 2013). However

demographic inequality has also been documented in

the areas of wealth and education (see e.g. Budhathoki

and Haythornthwaite 2013; Glasze and Perkins 2015;

Haklay 2010), with participants typically richer and

better educated, and also in terms of age, with

participants often younger or middle aged rather than

from older age groups (Wilson 2014).

In many ways, these findings mirror more general

literature on both the digital divide (Hargittai 2001;

van Dijk and Hacker 2003) and other forms of

participation such as civic volunteering and participa-

tion in politics. This literature has offered two central

reasons as to why demographics should impact on

participation levels. First, characteristics such as

wealth and education may correlate with internet

skills and ability (Hargittai et al. 2014; Hargittai and

Shaw 2014): and without the necessary skills, people

cannot participate in the given activity. They may even

correlate with outright ability to access the internet

(Servon 2008). Second, there may be social and

network effects that mean people who are better off

and more educated socialize with other highly partic-

ipative people: hence they come to perceive partici-

pation as more normal (Brady et al. 1995). These

dynamics could, of course, be self-reinforcing, with

participation progressively being socialized as more

(or less) normal in different demographic groups,

gradually creating considerable structures of unequal
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power which overlay the construction of crowd-

sourced knowledge.

The clear findings on demographic inequality of

participants have led to a third stream of research on

crowdsourced knowledge websites which concerns

the extent to which the data produced on these sites is

also demographically biased, considering the makeup

of its user base. This refers to the possibility not just

that data is incomplete, but that this incompleteness is

related to both geography and demographics. In

particular, the concern has been that the knowledge

contained within such websites is biased towards the

richer, better educated and more prosperous groups

which also form their contributor base (a charge, we

should add, which has also been levelled against

traditional sources of information production—see

e.g. Graham et al. 2014). This critique is arguably

more fundamental than the possibility that crowd-

sourced knowledge is inaccurate, as it suggests that

those basing their decisions on such knowledge might

unwittingly be building in a demographic bias which

in itself reinforces the structures of power which

created these biases in the first place.

A wide variety of existing studies have documented

that there do indeed appear to be demographic biases

in crowdsourced data (Arsanjani et al. 2015; Girres

and Touya 2010; Haklay 2010; Helbich et al. 2012),

leading to what Graham et al. have described as

‘‘uneven geographies of user-generated informa-

tion’’(Graham et al. 2014). However, some research

on the specific location of contributors has also

highlighted how, in projects such as Wikipedia, non-

locals can fill in information which has not been

created by people within the specific area (Sen et al.

2015). This possibility of ‘‘non-local’’ knowledge

contribution is intriguing; because it highlights that

there must be a geographical scope within which

demographic characteristics matter. That is to say, if

crowdsourced knowledge concerning one poor area

remains incomplete, perhaps a neighbouring area

which is more privileged can fill it in. However, while

we have some prima facie evidence to suggest this

might be the case, no study has yet tested systemat-

ically whether these ‘‘neighbourhood effects’’ exist.

The aim of this paper is to remedy this deficit.

Our empirical investigation is focused on Open-

StreetMap [OSM], a crowdsourced knowledge site

focused on the collection and sharing of volunteered

geographic information (Elwood 2008; Elwood et al.

2013). OSM is a good choice for our purposes, for two

main reasons. First, the data within it can also easily be

attached to a geographic area, making it possible to

quantify the extent to which different regions have

complete data, and hence observe potential neigh-

bourhood effects. Second, the data within it is rich yet,

as previous studies have documented, shows variation

in quality; and these variations have in the past been

linked to demographic factors (Haklay 2010; De

Sabbata et al. 2016). We will explore each of these

factors in turn below, and hence highlight the partic-

ular types of demographic we will investigate in the

empirical section.

First, the wealth of an area has been shown to

correlate with its relative completeness on OSM

(Mashhadi et al. 2015). Empirical studies have shown

that a higher level of OSM data quality is more likely

to appear in rich, advantaged urban areas than rural

areas (e.g. Arsanjani et al. 2015; Girres and Touya

2010; Glasze and Perkins 2015; Haklay 2010; Helbich

et al. 2012; Zielstra and Zipf 2010). For example,

Haklay (2010) demonstrated that while the centres of

big cities in England were well mapped, many parts of

rural areas were not particularly well covered. Simi-

larly, Girres and Touya (2010) reported that territories

were well represented in rich areas in France while

completeness became problematic in rural areas.

Second, education has also been found to play a role

(though clearly it is also important to acknowledge

that wealth and education are typically highly corre-

lated). For instance, Budhathoki and Haythornthwaite

(2013) reported that OSM contributors are highly

educated, finding that 78% of the participants held a

university degree. Stephens (2013) had similar find-

ings. Similarly, several studies have also reported a

positive relation between relevant skills and OSM

contributions. Glasze and Perkins (2015) suggested

that many of the mappers who made sustained

contributions to the OSM project tended to have

technical skills, while Yang et al. (2016) also reported

that in their case study, most major OSM contributors

in Germany, France, and the UK tended to have both

rich experience in geographical data editing and a

good level of technical skills.

Third, a variety of authors have reported a gender

imbalance. For example, Haklay and Budhathoki

(2010) conducted a survey for the OSM contributors,

and reported that they are predominantly male: just

2.7% of the respondents were women. Similarly,
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Schmidt et al. (2013) found that the majority of the

active OSM contributors were male (96.2%). Lechner

(2011) reported that amongst the OSM community

participants, only about 2% were female, while

Stephens (2013) also found out that male Internet

users were significantly more likely to have heard of,

used, and contributed to OSM than female Internet

users. The reasons behind this gender imbalance have

not yet been elaborated sufficiently (though see

Steinmann et al. 2013).

Finally, two studies have documented the existence

of digital divide between older and younger people. In

a study of OSM contributors (Haklay and Budhathoki

2010), about two thirds of the contributors were found

to be between 20 and 40 years old. 21.3% were in the

range of 41–50 years, 10.4% were above 50 years old,

and only 3.8% were below 20 years old. Girres and

Touya, meanwhile (Girres and Touya 2010), have

demonstrated that administrative regions were best

represented in the areas with a young population in

French OSM data.

In addition to demographic factors, it is worth

highlighting that the size of population in an area has

been considered a factor that might affect data quality

on OSM, since the number of contributors in an area is

presumed to be related to the number of objects

digitally mapped in that area (Girres and Touya 2010).

Indeed, empirical studies usually found a higher level

of data quality in highly populated urban areas. For

example, Helbich et al. (2012) stated that the OSM

areas of highest accuracy were primarily highly

populated urban areas, leading to the conclusion that

these areas are subject to a higher validation rate as

well as a higher correctness rate.

Also, several studies have reported a positive

association between population density and OSM data

quality. Mashhadi et al. (2015) reported that the higher

the population density of an area, the higher the

completeness of ‘‘point of interest’’ data. Dorn et al.

(2015) also found that the more densely populated

areas tended to have both higher coverage and higher

thematic accuracy in OSM land use data. Neverthe-

less, results were not always consistent. For example,

Ciepłuch et al. (2010) demonstrated that large sections

of one of a selected group of towns were completely

unmapped despite high population density. Dorn et al.

(2015) also noted that although a high population

density, as present in urban areas, tended to indicate a

higher level of completeness, a low population density

did not necessarily denote low completeness. Popula-

tion density relates, of course, to a rural–urban divide,

which has also been shown to have an impact. Studies

have reported a higher level of completeness (e.g.

Zielstra and Zipf 2010) as well as a higher level of

topological accuracy (e.g. Helbich et al. 2012) in

urban areas. Research has also reported significant

differences in data accuracy and coverage within

selected metropolitan areas (Arsanjani et al. 2015) and

within a well mapped medium size city (Helbich et al.

2012).

Methodology

To restate, our research question is: do ‘‘neighbour-

hood effects’’ moderate geodemographic biases in

crowdsourced knowledge websites? This is a question

we assess in two parts. First, we offer our own

measurement of the extent of geodemographic biases

within OpenStreetMap [OSM]. Following the review

of the literature above, we consider in particular biases

related to wealth, education, gender and age, whilst

also considering population size and density as control

variables. Secondly (and more importantly), we assess

whether any biases we can measure are ameliorated by

‘‘neighbourhood effects’’, by which we mean a

dynamic whereby information in an area with few

participants is filled in by neighbouring areas with

more participants.

The empirical component of our paper is based on

examining the extent to which a large, randomly

sampled dataset of real world ‘‘points of interest’’

exists on OSM (in OSM terminology, a point of

interest is a geographical feature on a map which exists

in a single place: for example, a building). This dataset

is drawn from a list of licenses for the sale of alcohol in

the UK, made available by a consortium of local

government actors.1 This dataset is a useful choice for

point of interest validation because, in theory at least,

it ought to have a high level of accuracy: venues

wishing to sell alcohol have a legal obligation to

register their premises. Furthermore, while not a

complete record of all different types of point of

interest, alcohol licenses are nevertheless distributed

to a wide variety of locations: not just bars, restaurants

1 See: http://schemas.opendata.esd.org.uk/PremisesLicences.
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and shops but also hospitals, schools, churches,

businesses, hotels and even parks often have a license

to sell alcohol. Hence the license registry contains a

slice of validation data which is both varied and

theoretically highly accurate.

We chose to take a random 5% sample of the

license dataset, stratified by local authority, which

equated to just over 2000 licenses. This gave us a

sample large enough both to validate the overall

accuracy of OSM and also to investigate geographic

variation in this accuracy. The locations from which

the licenses were taken are shown in Fig. 1. The

amount of licenses per area varies, obviously, accord-

ing to the density of licenses, with more being found in

high density urban areas.

The dataset contained licenses which were valid at

the time of data collection and also licenses which had

subsequently been withdrawn, revoked or suspended

(for example, if the location in question had closed

down). We chose however not to exclude withdrawn

licenses, as they allow us to also give an impression of

the extent to which OSM responds to locations being

shut down (arguably this is a difficult type of

crowdsourced information to get right, as it involves

not only people uploading points of interest to OSM,

but checking existing ones against their local knowl-

edge and potentially removing them if they are no

longer valid). This is not a perfect check of course, as

the fact that a license has been suspended does not

mean the location itself has been shut down: a shop

might decide to stop selling alcohol, for instance, but

continue to sell other items. Nevertheless, it is the best

data we have for addressing this question.

The sample of licenses was divided into two

parts; each part was assigned to one of the authors in

order to perform the validation. When checking

whether a license existed on OSM, we simply

navigated to the address of that license on the map,

and checked to see if a corresponding point of

interest was present with the same name. Some

variation in names was allowed: for example, a

restaurant called ‘‘John’s Grill’’, in the same loca-

tion as a license for ‘‘John Smith’s Grill and Fish

Bar’’, would be accepted as a match. There was also

a slight tolerance in terms of location (indeed, as

many points of interest in OSM do not have precise

house numbers attached to them, it was not possible

to assess the precise positional accuracy of the data).

However, in general the aim was to be strict in terms

of only accepting as ‘‘matches’’ points of interest

which were clearly related to a license in the data.

Once this process was complete the third author of

the article was assigned 200 licenses at random, 100

each from the two tranches of data. They double

coded these licenses, in order to provide a calcula-

tion of intercoder reliability. This triple coder

Fig. 1 Number of licenses

in the sample (left panel)

and % of found licenses

(right panel), by postcode

area. Grey areas indicate no

data
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agreed with the initial coding 85% of the time,

which resulted in a Krippendorff’s alpha of 0.69.2

Independent variables for the study were taken

from the 2011 UK Census. The census was chosen

because it offers data on the independent variables of

interest which is both reliable, complete and quite

granular. This allows us to assess the effect of

demographics at different scales of aggregation. In

particular, we chose to make use of three levels of

aggregation (see Table 1): postcode ‘‘areas’’, which

are large and typically contain hundreds of thousands

of people; postcode ‘‘districts’’, which are medium

sized areas and typically contain tens of thousands of

people; and postcode ‘‘sectors’’, which are small areas

which typically contain either hundreds or thousands

of people. As the terminology of area, district and

sector is not that helpful in terms of distinguishing

their size, we will refer to these levels of aggregation

as ‘‘large’’, ‘‘medium’’ and ‘‘small’’ throughout the

rest of the paper.

The census provides information on all of our

relevant independent variables of interest for all of

these levels of aggregation. First, it provides the

number of people in each area who belong to different

‘‘National Statistics Socio-economic Classes’’, which

is an ordinal scale which groups people according to

their profession, where professions broadly correlate

to individuals’ average earnings (see Rose and Pevalin

2003). This data source was combined into an average

socio-economic class level for each area, which we

take to represent the area’s average wealth level.

Second, it provides information on the number of

people in each area who had achieved a certain level of

education: again, this is an ordinal scale which was

combined into an average education level for each

area. The census also provides information on the

number of males and females in an area, the average

age of people living in an area, the number of people

living there and the density of the population.

Results

Initial descriptive results are presented in Table 2. In

total 951 of the 2088 licenses in the ground truth

dataset were found in OSM. When the stratified design

is taken into account, our estimate for the complete-

ness of this type of data in OSM data is just over 46%.

As described above however, our sample contained

both valid and invalid licenses. We found 49.1% of the

valid licenses and 32.3% of the invalid licenses. This

suggests that OSM is more likely to contain actually

existing points of interest; but it may also include some

points of interest which are no longer active (of course,

we should highlight again that not all inactive licenses

necessarily refer to premises which have closed).

It is worth considering the impact of the recency of

the license on its probability of being found. Arguably,

locations which have been around for longer ought to

be more likely to be discovered. This is something that

is examined in Fig. 2, which shows the percentage of

licenses found by year of issue date, with confidence

intervals. We can see that there is little evidence of a

statistically significant difference between years with

the exception of 2015 which is markedly lower (and

which was the year of data collection). This seems to

suggest that there is a time lag in terms of OSM being

updated, but not a great one.

We will now move on to the analytical section of

the paper. As we describe above, the main aim is to

explore the extent to which neighbourhood effects

exist in this point of interest data. However, before

doing that, we need to offer a general measure of the

extent to which demographic biases affect the com-

pleteness of our POI data.

We begin by investigating how the completeness of

a given area correlates with its demographic charac-

teristics in one local case study, Leeds. This was

selected as a case study as it is the area with largest

amount of data. Figure 3 shows the relationship

between the relative level of wealth in a given area

of Leeds and the amount of licenses found (it also

shows the relationship between the wealth and edu-

cation variables: as we might expect they are highly

correlated). A positive correlation is visible between

wealth and the percentage of licenses found however

2 Though the disagreement was not extensive, it is nevertheless

worth reflecting on its potential causes. Several factors can be

highlighted. First of all, the address data for licenses was not

always particularly useful in finding the license on the map:

some licenses did not come with a house number, just the name

of a street, which at times could be very long. Second, as

mentioned above, changes of names could produce the necessity

for some judgment calls. Finally, the triple coding took place

some months after the original coding had taken place: it is

possible that some points of interest on OSM had been updated

in this time.
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also one with a high degree of residual error: a high

level of completeness can be found in areas classified

by the census as of low wealth, and vice versa low

level of completeness can be found in areas classified

as relatively high wealth. Similarly, values of com-

pleteness are not spatially auto-correlated, and can

change dramatically from one postcode sector to the

next, as shown in Fig. 4. This could be a sign of zoning

effects, or could combine with the effect of specific

user behaviour in the area.

We will now move on to address more systemat-

ically the question of geodemographic biases in the

Fig. 2 Probability of a license being found related to issue date. Bars indicate 95% confidence intervals

Table 1 Types of postcode area

Level of aggregation Postcode type Average population Minimum Maximum

Large Postcode area (e.g. OX) 721,400 18,320 1,359,000

Medium Postcode district (e.g. OX1) 29,410 414 92,000

Small Postcode sector (e.g. OX1 1) 7068 126 20,010

Table 2 Percentage of licenses found

Total

checked

Number

found

Estimated

completeness (%)

95% confidence interval

lower bound (%)

95% confidence interval

upper bound (%)

All licenses 2088 951 46.1 44.1 48.1

Valid licenses 1730 837 49.1 46.8 51.3

Invalid licenses 358 114 32.3 27.7 36.9
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data. We tackle this question with a series of logistic

regressions, shown in Table 3. Each regression seeks

to assess the factors correlated with the likelihood of

an individual license being found in OSM, given the

characteristics of the area within which it finds itself.

While our interest is, overall, in completeness at the

aggregate level, we chose to model effects at the micro

level rather than aggregate to the area level because

our data is at this micro level.

We estimate three groups of two models; each of

the three groups looks at one potential level of

aggregation of our independent variables of interest.

Hence, for example, in the first line of Model 1.1, the

effect of interest is the education level of the large

Fig. 3 Relationship between wealth of an area and percentage of licenses found (left panel), and relationship between wealth and

education of an area (right panel)

Fig. 4 Percentage of

licenses found in different

areas of Leeds
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postcode area within which the license finds itself. In

the first line of model 1.5, by contrast, the education

level of the small postcode sector is what is consid-

ered. We have two sub-models within each of our

levels of aggregation because we wanted to assess the

impact of wealth and education level in separate

models, as these two indices are highly correlated as

we saw above. The coefficients reported are exponen-

tiated, which means that they can be interpreted as a

percentage effect on the underlying chance of the

license being discovered. Hence, for example, in

model 1.1, we can see that for every additional 1000

males in an area, the chance of a license being

discovered increases by 9%.

The models in the table support some of our initial

hypotheses about demographic biases in the data.

Wealth level correlates strongly with the probability of

a license being discovered: increasing this level by a

point increases the probability of discovery by around

150% when considered at the largest level of aggre-

gation (model 1.1), with this effect declining but

remaining strong and positive for the medium and

small levels. The story is similar for the education

variable: a strong positive effect at the large area of

aggregation which declines, but remains strong and

positive, and the medium and small levels. By

contrast, we find only limited support for our gender

hypothesis: increasing numbers of males in an area

increases the probability of a license being found if we

look at the largest level of aggregation, but has no

effect at any other level. There are, meanwhile, no

results for our age variable. In terms of our control

variables, at the large level, increases in population

made a license less likely to be found; increases in

population density, meanwhile, made it less likely that

licenses would be found at all levels. Meanwhile, our

control variables for the validity of the license is strong

and consistently significant across all models, as we

would expect.

The comparison between the models, with stronger

effects typically found at the large area level, seems to

suggest that the broad geographical location a license

is located in matters more than its immediate vicinity.

This would suggest, in other words, that users

contribute content from their wider region, rather than

just their immediate vicinity, and would lend support

to the idea of a neighbourhood effect. However direct

comparison between the models is also difficult,

because the amount of observations and the variance

of independent variables changes.

Hence we also produce a second set of models,

found in Table 4. These models directly address the

question of whether neighbourhood effects exist. We

produce two sets of models, one looking at the

medium level of aggregation and one looking at the

small area of aggregation. As well as looking at the

impact of the variables already mentioned, these

models also include the average wealth and educa-

tional level of neighbouring medium and small areas

(we do not look at the average age or the number of

Table 3 Logistic

regression models

explaining the likelihood of

a license being found in

OSM

Coefficients are

exponentiated

Population size and number

of males measured in

1000 s

* p\ 0.05; ** p\ 0.01;

*** p\ 0.001

Large area Medium area Small area

Model 1.1 Model 1.2 Model 1.3 Model 1.4 Model 1.5 Model 1.6

Intercept 0.01*** 0.00*** 0.09*** 0.04*** 0.12*** 0.03***

Wealth level 2.49*** 1.78*** 1.59***

Education level 3.33*** 2.08*** 1.89***

Number of males 1.09** 1.09** 1.14 0.97 0.86 0.64

Mean age 1.03 1.04 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.01

Population density 0.98*** 0.97*** 0.99** 0.99*** 0.99* 0.99***

Population size 0.96** 0.96** 0.94 1.02 1.08 1.27

Valid license? 2.83*** 2.89*** 2.39*** 2.42*** 2.35*** 2.43***

Creation year 0.95*** 0.95*** 0.95*** 0.95*** 0.96*** 0.96***

Observations 1875 1875 1859 1859 1825 1825

AIC 2522 2525 2486 2495 2438 2450
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males in neighbouring areas, as these variables did not

produce strong evidence in our first set of models).3

These averages are weighted to take into account the

population of these neighbouring areas (so having a

more populous wealthy neighbouring area counts for

more than a less populous wealthy one). If neighbour-

hood effects exist, we would expect the chance of

discovering a particular license to increase as the

wealth or education of neighbouring areas goes up.

Furthermore, the term for the neighbouring areas and

the job and education level of the area itself are

interacted, because we would expect neighbourhood

effects to vary with the wealth or education of the

given area: if the area itself is wealthy, the character-

istics of its neighbours matter less.

The results provide support for the idea that

neighbourhood effects do exist, though the results

for models looking at wealth are stronger than those

looking at education. The coefficients of the new

variables of interest in these models point in the

expected direction: increasing wealth and education in

neighbouring areas does have a positive effect on the

chances of a license being found. However, the effect

is only statistically significant in model 2.1 (though it

is on the borderlines of significance in model 2.3 and

model 2.4). The coefficient of the interaction term also

goes in the expected direction, reducing the chance of

a license being found. This has the effect of moder-

ating the impact of increases in neighbouring area

wealth or education: as an area gets wealthier or better

educated, the impact of the characteristics of its

neighbours diminishes.

The impact of the interaction term in the model is

easier to interpret in a visualisation, presented in

Fig. 5. This figure shows post-estimations from model

2.1, showing how the probability of observing a

license changes as the wealth of neighbouring areas

increases. The different lines represent different levels

of wealth level in the actual area within which the

license finds itself: the red line is fixed at the first

quartile, while the blue line is fixed at the third

quartile. For areas which are at the first quartile for

wealth level, there is a positive slope: i.e. increasing

wealth in neighbouring areas increases the chance of

the license being discovered. For areas with a level of

wealth in the third quartile, by contrast, the line is flat:

increases in the wealth of neighbouring areas make no

difference. Furthermore, the figure also reveals that

the size of the neighbourhood effect, while modest in

absolute terms, is relatively speaking quite consider-

able. The confidence intervals overlap at the right hand

edge of the graph, which indicates that a poor area

Table 4 Logistic

regression models

explaining the likelihood of

a license being found in

OSM, taking into account

neighbourhood effects

Coefficients are

exponentiated

Population size and number

of males measured in

1000 s
a p\ 0.1; * p\ 0.05; **

p\ 0.01; *** p\ 0.001

Medium area Small area

Model 2.1 Model 2.2 Model 2.3 Model 2.4

Intercept 0.00*** 0.01** 0.00* 0.00**

Wealth level 8.32*** 15.23*

Education level 2.21a 18.98**

Number of males 1.00* 0.99*** 0.99** 0.99***

Mean age 1.16 1.28 0.93 1.04

Population density 0.74 0.62 1.15 0.93

Population size 0.98* 1.01 0.99 1.01

Valid license? 2.56*** 2.57*** 2.45*** 2.40***

License creation year 0.95*** 0.95*** 0.95*** 0.96**

Neighbouring wealth level 8.25*** 11.63a

Neighbouring education level 1.75 8.98 a

Interaction term 0.63*** 0.91 0.57a 0.54*

Observations 1859 1859 1748 1748

AIC 2485 2485 2329 2336

3 Neighbouring status is identified through use of the postcode

structure, hence, for example, the area of aggregation OX1 1 is

considered to ‘‘neighbour’’ all other areas within OX1.
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surrounded by rich areas is statistically indistinguish-

able from a rich area in terms of chance of license data

being present.

Discussion and conclusions

This paper has sought to further investigation into

geodemographic biases in crowdsourced knowledge

websites. It has made two main contributions. First,

making use of a novel dataset of point of interest data,

it has shown that OpenStreetMap is around 50%

complete, and that this completeness is related to the

demographic characteristics of the area to which the

dataset relates. Second, and more importantly, it has

shown systematic evidence of neighbourhood

effects, whereby lack of contributions in one area

can be compensated by contributions from another

area. This neighbourhood effect was relatively

strong, to the extent that poor areas surrounded by

rich areas were essentially the same as rich areas

themselves.

What do these results indicate for the future of

crowdsourced knowledge websites? On the one hand,

they provide some reasons to be optimistic: while

geodemographic inequality in contribution levels

might be relatively intractable, the websites them-

selves may continue to get more complete as those

people who do contribute fill in the blanks for those

that do not. Hence, geodemographic inequality need

not be a fatal objection to crowdsourced knowledge.

However, there are also important reservations to this

position. First, it is unclear whether the replacement

data being contributed by other participants is truly of

the same quality as data which could have been

contributed by those who actually live in an area: the

type of data being brought in may also reflect

participants’ own biases and interests. Second, neigh-

bourhood effects could end up masking geodemo-

graphic bias in contributor bases, which might end up

giving people the perception that websites are more

inclusive than they actually are. For both these

reasons, we should be cautious about celebrating the

existence of neighbourhood effects, even while

Fig. 5 Post-estimations from model 2.1. Average neighbouring wealth level varies between its first and third observed quartiles. All

other variables held at their mean value
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acknowledging their potential impact. Further

research on the exact types of information contributed

by neighbouring participants would be useful to

further our understanding of their impact.

We should conclude by highlighting the limitations

in the paper, and thus point the way for further

research. Firstly, we made use of a limited point of

interest dataset of alcohol licenses. Such points of

interest cannot be assumed to represent the whole of

OSM, and if we had looked at other types of map

feature we might have seen different results. Second,

we make use of area level proxy measures for our

demographic variables: however in a certain sense this

risks ecological fallacy, as of course a deprived area

may well still contain enough rich and well educated

individuals to produce sufficient levels of contributors.

Finally, of course, we look only at the UK context: a

study of another country might again have shown

different results. Further research on these aspects

would be welcome and expand our knowledge of the

extent of geodemographic biases in crowdsourced

knowledge websites.
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